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mouths at the gorges where they discharge their waters at the moun-
tain-base ; and that they have through a long period accummulated
at least 80 feet of detritus in these plains. Old river-beds are
traceable on the surface, each river having often changed its course.
The Waimakariri has been most changeable, and for a long time
seems to have been moving north, having within a comparatively
recent period traversed the distance of about 28 miles,—between the
Selwyn and its present course. These rivers are therefore only
doing now what they have often done before, and will continue to do
until the mountains wear into hills and downs.

Mr. Doyne recommends a site for the bridge above where shingle
and sand, raising the river-bed of the Bakaia, make it overflow; he
recommends the overflow channel of the Rangitata to be left alone;
and he points out also that the Government had better leave Nature
to work out her ends with the other river, and rather indemnify the
farmers of Kaiapoi year by year as the land goes, than waste money
in making a railway bridge in a wrong place, and constructing useless
works of great magnitude and certain failure.

There are other points of interest shown by Mr. Doyne. The
engineering plans referred to by him seem to show that the rivers
first followed the lowest or level course through the plains, and that,
as they have been choked with shingle, they have deviated at right
angles to these lines of level courses, which are 25°-27° E. of mag-
netic N. for the Rangitata and Rakaia, and 16° 30' W. of magnetic
N. for the Waimakariri. Hence the direction of future overflows
can be indicated. Should the latter river break its south bank, it
might seriously affect Christchurch ; but accurate levels have to be
taken as a basis for calculations in this matter, and would add much
to a knowledge of the river's history. The constant tendency of
these rivers in their changes to go northerly would lead (Mr. Doyne
thinks) to the conclusion that there has been a steady upheaval of
the land in the neighbourhood of Banks's Peninsula and south of it.

THE GEOLOGY OF NEW ZEALAND.

SINCE 1843, when Dieffenbach's 'Travels in New Zealand'
were published, nearly every year has contributed some in-

formation about the minerals and fossils of that country, and about
its volcanoes, hot-springs, glaciers, gold-fields, and general geology.
In 1859, the Austrian circumnavigators, in the ' Novara,' having
visited New Zealand, one of them, Dr. F. von Hochstetter, was in-
duced to spend some time in a special geological examination of
the Provinces of Auckland and Nelson; and one portion of the
results is given in his handsome quarto, ' Geologie von Neu-Seeland:
Beitriige zur Geologie der Provinzen Auckland und Nelson
(Novara-Expedition, Geologischer Theil, I. Band, I. Abtheilung),'
1864, illustrated with six coloured geological maps, eight plates of
views, and sixty-six woodcuts; whilst a Geological Atlas and
Palseontological Memoirs (noticed in GEOLOGICAL MAGAZINE, Vol. I.
p. 73) are other portions of this noble work, divided among
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several eminent naturalists. Before then Auckland had its Pro-
vincial Surveyor, Mr. C. Heaphy, at work, whose papers appeared
in the London Geological Society's Journal; and Dr. Julius Haast
soon after entered the field as Provincial Geologist at Nelson and
Canterbury ; and his observations, particularly on the glaciers,
moraines, mountain-gorges, and formation of the great river-flats,
have been printed in New Zealand, Victoria, and England. His
' Report on the Geological Survey of the Province of Canterbury,'
1864; his ' Eeport on the formation of the Canterbury Plains,' 1864;
and his remarks on the glacial conditions of New Zealand (in the
Geological Society's Journal, May 1, 1865), are now before us.
The Province of Otago also, one of the first districts in New Zea-
land to supply geological information, through G. M. and Walter
Man tell (in the Geological Society's Journal), is now being thoroughly
examined by a first-rate geologist, Dr. James Hector, who has already
supplied (Geological Society's Journal, May 1, and the GEOLOGI-
CAL MAGAZINE, November 1864, p. 233) a succinct and masterly
sketch of the structure of the region explored by him. His results
agree with Dr. Von Hochstetter's, and show that the Three Islands
forming New Zealand are parts of one main ridge, formed of crumpled
and highly altered strata, probably for the most part Palaeozoic, but
possibly in part Lower Mesozoic; whilst some Triassic, Jurassic,
Tertiary, and Post-tertiary strata form parts of the flanks, and here
and there lie at greater elevations. Like North America and other
countries, New Zealand is beautifully illustrative of the theory of
the formation of mountain-ranges and continents by the elevatory
and metamorphic action of lateral crush, arising from contractions
on a large scale, repeated through untold ages.

TOURIST'S GUIDE TO LLANGOLLEN AND ITS VICINITY, ETC. By D. C.
DAVIES. Third Edit. 12mo. 1864.

NOW that many holiday-makers are thinking of their intended
routes and excursions, and there is an increasing number of

Tourists who take an interest in Geology, we may remark that in the
little Guide-book to the neighbourhood of Llangollen, published by
Roberts of that town, there is a satisfactory attempt to explain
geologically some of the natural features of the district by one of the
Members of the Oswestry Naturalists' Field-club. Some of the
names of the fossils are incorrectly spelt; but the geology is well
described; and the tourist will learn much from his Guide, if he opens
his eyes when on the summit of Dinas Bran, not only to lights and
shadows, air-distances, and such like, but to the structural features of
' the conical peaks of the Silurian hills,—the battlemented terraces
of the Mountain-limestone,—the heath-clad moor-like surface of the
Millstone-grit,—and the North Wales band of the Coal-measures,
with its unmistakeable surface-signs, sloping down to and fringing
the New Red Sandstone plains of Cheshire and Salop.'


